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Example: Windchimes in Wendover on Wednesday 
An economy with just eight people and one day: 
•  Allen, who adores windchimes and would pay $20 for one.  
•  Bonnie, who thinks windchimes are okay, and would pay $15 for one.  
•  Chuck, finds windchimes uncharming, but he would buy one at $10 just to 

have the option of annoying his neighbor, Darla, if Darla’s incense burning 
was annoying him. 

•  Darla hates windchimes and she would only pay $5 for one, which she 
could use for smashing with a hammer to let off steam. If the price were 
$2, she’d buy two. For $1, she’d get up to 5 and smash them all.    

•  Wendy, loves making wind chimes, and she’s good at it. She can churn out 
two out for $5 each. 

•  Xavier likes making things out of metal and clay. It would be worth it for 
him to make one set of windchimes if it could fetch $10. 

•  Yvonne like playing video games and not working. It would only be worth it 
for her to make one set of windchimes if she got $15 for it. 

•  Zendaya is a successful celebrity actor and singer. For it to be worth it to 
her to make windchimes, she’d have to be paid $20 each, and even then 
she’d mostly do if for Instagram value. But she’s a fast worker, so she 
could make four. 

What is the efficient number of windchimes for this society to produce? 
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Supply 

Demand 

Point of Equilibrium 

ß Suppose the price of a windchime is $10 

(We’re “supposing” the price is $10 because we’re supposing we have a free, well-functioning market –– meaning people are able to make transactions in their own self interest.) 
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ß Allen would pay $20 

ß Wendy would make 

and sell at $5 

If it were just Allen 
and Wendy, then it’s 
super obvious one 
set of windchimes 
should be made – 
it’s an amazing 
bargain for both of 
them!! 

We said: 

ß Suppose the price of a windchime is $10 

ß Allen would pay $20 

ß Wendy would make 

and sell at $5 

So let’s just 
consider Allen 
and Wendy … 

ß Allen paid $10 

ß Suppose the price of a windchime is $10 

We said: 

This is all 
bonus 

awesomeness 
for Allen à 

 
($10’s worth!) 

ß Wendy got $10 
This is all 

bonus 
awesomeness 
for Wendy à 

 
($5’s worth!) 
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Economists call this bonus 
awesomeness “consumer surplus”  

Economists call this bonus 
awesomeness “producer surplus”  

We said: 

Now let’s consider everybody, not just Wendy and Allen … 
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We said: 

Economists call this bonus 
awesomeness “consumer surplus”  

Economists call this bonus 
awesomeness “producer surplus”  

Now let’s 
consider 
everybody … 
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Producer 
Surplus 

This is “social 
welfare gain” or a 
newly created 
quantity of 
awesomeness in our 
world. 

Considered together, this “surplus” is an increase in wealth for society. Economists call it “social welfare gain.” We can call it awesomeness added to the world. 
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Price ceiling:  
What will happen? 

What’s the quantity that producers will produce and sell? 
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Price ceiling:  
What will happen? 

ß Point of Equilibrium 

ß Price charged and quantity produced 
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Free market 

Notice that two things have happened: 
•  Some of the producer surplus became consumer surplus. 

–  This means some consumers came out better than before (more bonus 
awesomeness). 

–  And it means many producers lost out on surplus they would have gotten 
otherwise. 

•  Some deals that were made before aren’t getting made. 
–  So some consumers are disappointed they didn’t get to purchase at the 

higher price they would have been happy to pay. 
–  And some producers are disappointed they didn’t get to produce and sell at 

the higher price some consumers would have been happy to pay. 
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What’s the quantity that producers will produce and sell? 

Let’s get into this … 
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Deadweight loss is the 
reduction in bonus 

awesomeness caused by a 
market distortion. 
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Or is it spelled 

Kelley? Ohio courts 

are split … 

Kelly v. Ohio Oil 

Deadweight loss is the 
reduction in surplus caused 

by a market distortion. 

Deadweight loss is a quantifiable decrease of economic efficiency 


